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We address the following question: “Must every WA-space with a G,-diagonal be developable?” 
Consistently, the answer is “no.” 
Example. Assume CH. There is a zero-dimensional, scattered, locally compact, WA-space with 
a G,-diagonal which is not developable. 
For normal, locally compact spaces (or slightly weaker), the answer is “yes”. 
Theorem. If X is w-sCWH, locally LindelGf, WA-space with a G,-diagonal, then X is 
developable. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: 54El8, 54E30 L 
0. Introduction 
In this paper, we present results related to the wd-space problem. We give a 
consistent (assuming CH) negative solution and certain positive results. The problem 
seems to have been asked for the first time in print by Hodel in [8], and repeated 
in [7]. 
0.1. Problem. 
(North-Holland) 
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property (where the answer is “no” [2]) but is weaker than the strict p-space property 
(where the answer is “yes” [9]). 
0.2. Definition [l]. A space X is a WA-space if and only if there is a sequence 
(Y&: n E w) of open covers of X such that for any x E X, if x, E st(x, Y,,) for each 
n E w, then the sequence (x,: n E w) clusters in X. 
0.3. Definition [4]. A space X has a G,-diagonal if and only if there is a sequence 
(Y?,,: n E w) of open covers of X such that for any x E X, n,_, st(x, Y&n) = {x}. 
The G,-diagonal condition is equivalent to saying that the diagonal is a G,-set 
in X x X; hence the name. For our purposes, the above is the more useful formu- 
lation. 
Clearly, countably compact spaces are WA-spaces. For this class, Problem 0.1 has 
a positive answer by Chaber’s theorem [5]. 
Note that both of these properties have the characteristic that if (s,,: n E co) satisfies 
the property and 021, is an open refinement of ‘3,, for each n E w, then (“u,: n E w) 
also satisfies the property. In particular, if ( %n : n E w) is a WA -sequence and (%,,: n E 
co) is a G,-diagonal sequence for a regular space, then defining %‘,, = {B: B is open 
and for some U E Q,, G E %,, l? c U n G}, we have that ($, : n E o) is simultaneously 
a WA-sequence, a G,-diagonal sequence, and (this is easy to check) a base-of- 
countable-order sequence [ll]. We can also make it decreasing in the sense that 
st(x, a,,,) E st(x, %‘,,) for each x E X, n E w. 
We also note that if (3”: n E w) is a WA-sequence and (F,,: n E w) is a decreasing 
sequence of closed sets with n,,, F, =fi, then n,,, st(F,,, gn,) = 0. Hence these 
spaces are always countably metacompact. 
We use standard set theoretic notation, and we assume all spaces are regular and 
1. The main example 
In this section, we construct a zero-dimensional, locally compact, scattered WA- 
space with a G,-diagonal which is not developable using the continuum hypothesis 
(CH). The following lemma is used to show that the example is not developable. 
1.1. Lemma. Every scattered developable space is u-closed-discrete. 
Proof. Before giving the proof of this result, we remind the reader that a space is 
called scattered if every nonempty subset has relatively isolated points. Such spaces 
can be thought of as occurring in levels, i.e. X = lJ_<, X, where X0 is the set of 
isolated points in X, and for each /3 < 7, X, is the set of isolated points in 
X\U&, X,. Now if ($ : n E 0) is a development for such a space and x E X,, 
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then we choose n(x) E w such that st(x, %,,,cx,)\{x}~ IJacp X,. We have that X = 
I_),,,, F,,, where F,, = {x: n(x) = n} is closed and discrete, as desired. 0 
1.2. Example. (Assume CH.) There is a T2, zero-dimensional, scattered, locally 
compact WA-space with a G,-diagonal which is not developable. 
Construction. We begin with some notation: Express I = [0, l] = IJUcw, A,, where 
{A,: a <LO,} is a partition of I into countable dense sets. Let 8 = 
{E E [Ilw: II?1 = wl} = {E,: (Y < w,}. For each y < w,, there exists a smallest (Y such 
that y< (Y and A, n (cl,(E, n (Up<, Ap))\E,) # 0. Denote this (Y by 6(y). Choose 
a one-to-one monotone sequence s, in E, n (Up<s(rj API and a point rr E A(,,) 
with sy + rr_ 
For a sequence t, we denote the range of t by Ran(t). For a subset Ac I, we 
denote the usual Euclidean diameter of A by diam(A). 
The space X will have the form X = Ua_,, X, where each X, is countable, 
X, = A, if (Y is a limit ordinal, and X, = A, u B, if (Y is a nonlimit ordinal where 
B, n I = 0. Each B, will be viewed as a set of “duplicates” of certain real numbers. 
For CY<W,, we define a projection pa : X, + I which will have the property that 
pcl 1 A, is the identity and, for nonlimit LY, pa (B,) n A, = 0 if (Y s y. Once pp is defined 
for p < (Y, we define qm = Up_ pp. Now we give the construction. 
DefineX,=A,, U(x,n)={x}forallxEXoandnEw,andp,:X,+Ibyp,(x)=x 
for all x E X,. Suppose (Y < wl, and for each p < (Y, we have X,, pp, qp, %fPe,, 
( %?o,n: n E w), and { U(x, n): x E X,, n E w} defined so that the following are true: 
(1) IX,1 = w, A, E X,, and A, = X, if p is a limit ordinal. 
(2) pP:Xp+I such thatpp(x)=x if xEAp and A,npp(Xp\Ap)=O if P<r. 
(3) qp = ur<p Pu. 
(4) The collection { U(x, n): x E lJrsP X,,, n E o} is an open base for a T2 locally 
compact topology on IJvGp X, where for each x E Uvsp X,, { U(x, n): n E OJ} 
is a decreasing local base at x consisting of open compact sets. 
(5) ForxEXp, nEu, U(x,n)nXp={x}and U(x,n)nX,#(bifr<p. 
(6) qo+1 1 U(x, n) is one-to-one for every x E X, and n E w. 
(7) diam(qp+,( U(x, n))) < 2-” for every x E X, and n E w. 
(8) %&,={U(x,n):x~IJ,,~X~}foreachn~w. 
(9) qi3 = {cpy: Y <CO,} is the family of all sequences c in lJYcp X,, where q. 0 c 
is a one-to-one monotone convergent sequence in I converging to some 
r E Uvcp A,, diam(qp(R4c 1 o\n))) < 2~“, and c witnesses the failure of the 
WA property for (%I,+,: n E w), i.e. c = (c,: n E W) does not cluster in lJvcp X, 
and there is some z E lJ,<p X, with c, E st(z, Y&,) for every n E w. 
For n E w, let $,, = { U(x, n): x E Up_ X,}. Then (Y&,,: n E w) is a G,-diagonal 
sequence for the space IJpca X, having IJ,,, Y&,, as an open base for a T2 locally 
compact topology. Define qa = lJpcu pp and define %a as in (9). To define X, and 
the corresponding local bases, we consider two cases. 
Case 1. Suppose (Y is a limit ordinal. 
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Let X, = A, and define pa : X, + I by p,(x) = x. Suppose r E A,. Let t, denote a 
sequence from UP+ A, so that t, + I in the space I and so that trk E A,, where 
(Pk: k E co) is an increasing sequence of ordinals converging to (Y. Let Y= 
{s,:cu=G(y)}u{t,:r~A,}.Forr~A,,let~~={~~~:q,~w~r}.Notethat~~is 
countable, so we can find a one-to-one sequence d, in u {Ran(w): w E YV} such 
that qm 0 d, + r, qm 0 d, is one-to-one, IRan n Ran(w)1 = w for any w E Yrpr, and 
diam(Ran(q, 0 d,lw\n)) < 2-” for every n E w. Now if d,. = (drk: k E w), we can find, 
for each j, an nj E w so that diam(uj,, qa( U(d,j, n,))) <Zmk, and qa( U(d,k, nk)) n 
qa(U(d,j,rzj))=@ifkZj.Define U(r,n)={r}u(ujzn U(d,,nj))forrEA,,nEw. 
It can now, be verified that conditions (l)-(9) are satisfied with p replaced by (Y. 
Case 2. Suppose (Y = US. 1. 
For each r E A,, let t, denote a sequence from A, so that t, + r. Let Y= 
{%. . cx = 6(y)} u {t,: r E A,}. Proceed as in the limit case and construct U( r, n) for 
every r E A, and n E w. Now look at the set 
B, = 
1 
ccY: 5, y< (Y, cc,, does not cluster in UPca X,, but 
qa 0 c,, converges to some z E Up <a A, 
I 
. 
ExpressB,={e,:nEw},X,=A,uB,,anddefinep,:X,~Ibyp,(x)=xifxEA, 
and pa (e,) E I where qa 0 e, +pu (e,). Without loss of generality (by thinning out if 
necessary), we may assume Ran(e,) n Ran(e,) = 0 if n # m. Since A, is dense in 1, 
we may also assume that \Ran( e,) n A,1 = w for each n E w. (This is to insure that 
neighborhoods of points in X, will intersect Xm.) 
For each k E w, we want to define an open local base { u( ek, n): n E w} at ek where 
the following are true: 
(a) U(ek, n) has form U(ek, n) = {ek)u (UiSn U(ekr, nki))* 
@I qa( U(eki, nkr)) n tla( U(ekj, nkj)) =0 if i #j- 
(cl diam(q,(uizn U(eki, nki)))<2-“. 
(d) For any XE lJpsa X, with xf ek, there exists m E w so that U(x, m) n 
U(ek, m)=@ 
This can be done by induction on k by remembering that no ek clusters in the 
normal space UPca X, and at the kth stage choosing nkj so that (a), (b), (c) are 
true and so that the following are also true: 
(i) {u(ekj, nkj):jE W} iS discrete in upca X6. 
(ii) U(ekj,nkj)nRan(ei)=@ for k<isk+j. 
(iii) U(ekj, nkj)n U(ei, k)=@ for Osi< k. 
Condition (d) will now follow. This finishes the nonlimit case and it can be verified 
that conditions (l)-(9) are satisfied with p replaced by (Y. 
The space X = Uacw, X, with the open base { U(x, n): x E X, n E w} has now 
been constructed. It is clear that X is a T2, locally compact, zero-dimensional, 
scattered space. For n E w, let %n = { U(x, n): x E X}. We show that (Y,,: n E w) is 
simultaneously a G6-diagonal sequence and a WA-sequence and that X is not 
developable. For convenience, let q = UaCW, qa. 
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To see that (%,,: n E w) is a G&-diagonal sequence, fix z E X and pick y E X with 
y # z. If q(z) = q(y), then condition (6) insures that z and y cannot both be elements 
of any U(x, n), so y F? st(z, 9,). If q(z) # q(y), then we choose n E w so that 2-” < 
(q(z) - q(y)l. Condition (7) insures that y&st(z, Yn). In any case, {z}= 
n new st(z, %I,). 
To see that (Y?,,: n E w) is a WA-sequence, fix z E X and suppose z, E st(z, ‘Y,,) for 
each n E w. For each n E w, choose x, with {z, Z,}S U(x,, n). If the sequence 
(z,: n E co) does not cluster in X, then we choose p <o, so large that there is a 
subsequence c of (z,: n E co) with c E Vfie,, say c = cpv. Choose a nonlimit (Y with 
Ps, and yea. The construction gives cPr a limit in X,, a contradiction. 
To see that X is not developable, we show that the subspace 2 = lJa<,, A, is 
not u-discrete. Hence by Lemma 1.1, 2, and therefore X, cannot be developable. 
In fact, if D c 2 and IDI> w, then there is y<w, where E,E DE cl,(E,). Now 
A acrj contains a cluster point of E,, in the space X, so that D cannot be a closed 
discrete set in X. 
1.3. Remarks. We make here a few remarks regarding other properties and 
modifications of this construction. We leave the proofs to the reader. 
(a) The subspace Z = iJu.+ A, has the property that each uncountable subspace 
of Z has a cluster point in Z. It is possible to construct X so that if B C_ Z is 
uncountable, then B contains a cluster point of itself. In this case, X would not be 
even quasi-developable. 
(b) In the example, the subspace Z is not a WA-space. Hence the property 
“WA-space with a G,-diagonal” is not hereditary even though “p-space with a 
G,-diagonal” is hereditary. 
(c) Any WA-space with a Gs-diagonal which is scattered of countable height is 
developable. Thus our example, which is scattered of height w,, is in this sense 
smallest possible. 
2. Positive results 
In this section, we give certain positive results which answer Problem 0.1 in the 
positive for normal locally compact spaces (and some others), which give some 
indication of how far the type of construction in the last section could possibly be 
extended, and which answer in the positive for locally compact spaces (and some 
others) the question which was asked (of these authors, at least) by P.J. Nyikos of 
whether a collectionwise normal WA-space with a G,-diagonal must be metrizable. 
We first remind the reader of a property which is a weak form of strongly 
collectionwise Hausdorff. We say a space X is w-sCWH if and only if whenever 
{x,: n E w} is a countable discrete set, there is a discrete collection { U,,: n E w} of 
open sets with xi E Uj if and only if i = j. 
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We now state, without proof, several facts which are either easy, or well-known, 
or both. 
2.1. Lemma. 
(a) If X is normal, then X is w-sCWH. 
(b) If X is countably paracompact, then X is w-sCWH. 
(c) If X is a normal WA-space, then X is countably paracompact. 
The next lemma is the key observation of this section. 
2.2. Lemma. Suppose X is an w-sCWH WA-space, and let (Y,,: n E w) be a decreasing 
WA-sequence for X. 
(a) If x E X and x, E st(x, %,,) for each n E w, then the sequence (x,: n E w) has a 
cluster point. 
(b) If xEX, then the set P,=n,,, st(x, %,,) is countably compact and for each 
open set U with P, G U there exists n E w with st(x, gn,) E U. 
Proof. Suppose x E X, x, E st(x, Y&n) for all n E w, and the sequence (x,: n E o) has 
no cluster points. Now the set {x,. n E w} is closed and discrete. Choose a discrete 
collection {U,,: n E w} of open sets with xi E Uj iff i =j. Choose yn E U,, n st(x, %‘$,) 
for each n E w; now the sequence (y,. . n E w) can have no cluster points, violating 
the WA property. This proves (a). 
To see (b), the countable compactness of P, is obvious from (a). Suppose U is 
open, P, z U, and x, E st(x, %,,)\ U for each n E o. By (a), (x,: n E w) has a cluster 
point, say z. Now, since st(x, %,,+r) c st(x, Y,,) for all n, z E n,,, st(x, 5%) = Px, but 
ZE U, a contradiction. Hence we have (b). q 
We now state a lemma due to Chaber and Junnila [6] which will give us the result. 
2.3. Lemma [6]. Let X be a locally hereditarily separable space and assume that X 
has a sequence (Q, : n E w) of open covers such that for each x E X, there exists n E w 
such that the set st(x, “u,) is contained in some Lindeliif subspace of X. Then every 
open cover of X has a u-discrete refinement. 
We can now prove the main result of this section. To see that a WA-space with 
a G,-diagonal is developable, it follows from a result of Hodel [8] that it is enough 
to have Gz-diagonal. In particular, it is enough to establish that the space is 
subparacompact. This is what we shall do. 
2.4. Theorem. If X is a WA-space with a G6-diagonal which is locally Lindeliif and 
w-sCWH, then X is developable. 
Proof. We shall use Lemma 2.3. For each x E X, we can choose open U, with x E U, 
and 0, being Lindeliif. Now 0, is a Lindelof WA-space with a G,-diagonal, and 
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thus is metrizable. So X is locally hereditarily separable (in fact, locally second 
countable). Now suppose (Y?,,: n E o) is a decreasing WA-sequence. For each x E X, 
the set P, = n,,, st(x, 9?,,) is countably compact. Since P, has a G,-diagonal, P, 
is also compact [S]. 
For each y E P,, choose y E u, open with 0, being LindelSf. By the compactness, 
choose y,, y,, . . . , y, in P, with P, g I_);=, U,<. Now by Lemma 2.2, there exists 
n E w with st(x, 9?,,)cUF=, U,+. In particular, then we have st(x, %,,)s UF=, g,,, 
which is Lindelof. Hence by the Chaber-Junilla result, X is subparacompact, and 
the result is proved. 
We now state several corollaries which follow from known results and the above 
very easily. For the PMEA results, the reader should check [lo] and [3]. 
2.5. Corollaries. Suppose X is a WA-space with a Gs-diagonal, 
(a) If X is normal (or countably paracompact) and locally compact (or locally 
Lindeliif), then X is developable. 
(b) If X is locally compact (or locally Lindeliif) and collectionwise normal, then X 
is metrizable. 
(c) Assume PMEA. If X is normal (or countablyparacompact) and locally compact 
(or locally Lindeliif), then X is metrizable. 
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